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HLF Report – Breaking New Ground Progress Report
01/07/2015–30/09/2015

Programme A
A1 - Ground Disturbance
This quarter the Historic Environment Service’s work has focused on commissioning an
archaeological contractor to carry out a programme of archaeological works associated with ground
disturbance works at Weeting Heath and Santon Street. Following email discussions with project
partners, a brief for the programme of archaeological works was issued to four archaeological
contractors (Norfolk Property Services Archaeology, Suffolk Archaeology, Norvic Archaeology and
Heather Wallis) on 3 August 2015, with a tender deadline set for 5pm on 20 August 2015. By the
deadline two contractors (Suffolk Archaeology and Norvic Archaeology) had declined the offer to
tender. As no method statements/quotations were received, the deadline was extended first to 7pm
on 21 August 2015, then 9.30am on 1 September 2015.
Heather Wallis submitted the only method statement/quotation received. As the costs provided
(£8143) were higher than the budget available for the programme of archaeological works (£4900),
it was necessary for the Historic Environment Service to negotiate a suitable way forward with
Heather. It was agreed the Historic Environment Service would commission £4000 of archaeological
work in the first instance, with work commencing at Weeting Heath in late September. Once work at
Weeting Heath has been completed, progress and finances will be reviewed, with the hope Heather
can move onto Santon Street. If finances do not allow Heather to move onto Santon Street, the
Historic Environment Service will explore other possibilities with project partners.
The programme of archaeological
works started at Weeting Heath on
28 September 2015, when Heather
spent a day monitoring two areas of
turf stripping. Although these areas
were very close to the site of a
Roman settlement, only a few
artefacts were discovered (including
two gun cartridge cases, one 20thcentury copper alloy ring and one
button that might be military in
origin).

Turf removal at Weeting prior to archaeological investigation

The in-kind contribution from NCC’s Historic Environment Service this quarter was £464.37 more
than expected, mainly down to the unforeseen difficulties encountered in commissioning an
archaeological contractor. At the moment, it is expected the overall Historic Environment Service’s
in-kind contribution during the lifetime of the ground disturbance project will higher than originally
predicted.
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Norfolk Wildlife Trust have undertaken detailed debriefs following botanical surveys for both
Brandon Heath and Weeting Heath, identifying areas of high sensitivity to avoid or target works
adjacent to. Amendments were made to mapped areas following surveys for updated consent from
Natural England. The botanical surveys are attached. Eight volunteers have assisted at Weeting
Heath with invasive species ground control work, helping to ensure that certain undesirable species
do not begin to dominate once the physical ground disturbance work has taken place.
At Weeting, the methodology was finalised with David Robertson (Norfolk Historic Environment
Service) so that the exact depth of turf stripping and the involvement of an archaeological consultant
were agreed in advance of the work on site. As stated above, work has been scheduled to include an
archaeologist funded by BNG and administered by the Historic Environment Service, to undertake a
ground check during the course of part of the ground works. A vegetation survey within the vicinity
of the ground disturbance was completed by Consultants Naturi (see attached), which led to minor
changes in plot positions to avoid areas of important vegetation communities. Final plot positions
for removal of organic matter including vegetation were marked on the ground by the Naturi
consultant and the Norfolk Wildlife Trust’s Brecks Assistant Field Officer. This report was submitted
to Natural England forming the basis for the SSSI consent agreed with Natural England.
Forestry Commission have cleared a 10m wide strip from the forest edge to create a corridor for
species dispersal in preparation for creation of bare ground. The opportunity was taken to do this
work whilst thinning the stand. Last November's turf stripping has resulted in an excellent flowering
of target species such as perennial and annual knawel.
On 16th August, 11 volunteers from the Friends of
Thetford Forest conservation group spent a morning
with FC, cutting an area of mature gorse so that it could
be cleared by the chippers.
RSPB’s project lead, Robert Hawkes has co-ordinated
the information from the project partners and is
arranging a suitable date in the near future for a
partnership project meeting. During this meeting
partners will review the activities for the year, plan
ahead for the coming quarter, and review progress
against the project actions.

Perennial knawl

A2 - Conserving The Brecks County Wildlife Sites
Norfolk Wildlife Trust have continued advising owners of
County Wildlife Sites (CWS) with a view to planning
restoration work due to take place this and next winter.
However, there has been some difficulty in beginning this
restoration work during the current quarter with only a
further small amount of work clearing Himalayan balsam at
one CWS, using a contractor and 3 local volunteers,
completing work that was started earlier in the year.

Volunteer surveying the River Whissey in July
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However, further work is planned and on schedule for the autumn and winter, as previously
agreed and will take place in the next two quarters.
Further invertebrate surveys on 6 CWS have been carried out by 2 specialist volunteers, in order to
add to the ecological information known on these sites. This will be evidenced by a report which will
be produced and submitted by the end of 2015.
In addition, bee surveys have been carried out
at one CWS which is attached to this report.
The total of volunteer time for species surveys
has already exceeded planned expectations for
this project.
Suffolk Wildlife Trust made five visits made to
Wordwell Churchyard, Moulton Road Verge,
Moulton Churchyard, Brandon Memorial
Playing Fields and Ducksluice Farm Meadows
CWSs to gather further botanical data, assess
Volunteer surveying invertebrates at Thomson Common
site condition, and inform future CWS citation
re-writes and management statements if required. Species lists were collated and monitoring forms
completed. Additional visit made to Gorse Industrial Estate to gain further data to present to the
CWS panel in October when the site will be considered for inclusion in the CWS register following
assessment against CWS criteria.

A3 - Pingo Project and Frog Pool Re-introduction
This quarter has seen significant progress, with the first
release of pool frogs at Thompson Common in August. A
substantial amount of activity occurred leading up to this
event including liaison over the regulatory procedures
for securing pool frog founder stock. Pool frogs were
captured from Sweden - the most genetically similar
relatives of the last pool frogs at Thomson Common
which went extinct in the 1990s. These were reared up
and a range of spawn, tadpoles, froglets and adult frogs
were released on 18th August.

A froglet ready for release into a pingo

Post-release monitoring of pool frogs has
demonstrated successful emergence of
release larvae, although further monitoring
will be required to properly assess progress.
Natural England have been engaged in
discussions on the implications of the pool
frog reintroduction, including ongoing and
future habitat management.
4
Tadpoles and froglets being released into their new home

NWT coordinated a day with 11 corporate volunteers from Aviva to assist NWT field staff with
clearing around the Pingos at Thompson Common in preparation for the reintroduction of the pool
frogs. The session went well and volunteers commented that they had enjoyed getting involved
with the project. It’s hoped that there will be a legacy of regular involvement from the company into
the future.
Information materials have been produced to help people learn about pool frogs in the Brecks, and
specifically the reintroduction to Thompson Common. These were: a leaflet which is available as a
paper copy on site and on the ARC and NWT websites; information on the ARC, NWT and BNG
websites along with social media (ARC alone posted several items on social media about the release,
each reaching between around 2700 and 3000 people) and a media release to promote wider
understanding of the project, all of which are evidenced in the attachments. The media release, in
particular, received wide regional coverage online, in newspapers (Eastern Daily Press and East
Anglian Daily Times), and on television (BBC Look East and Anglia TV News).

A4 - Pine Lines and Pine Connections
This quarter has concentrated on getting arrangements in place so that the first pines can be planted
during the best planting season (October 2015). If that window is missed there will be another
opportunity in February/March 2016.
The agreements and plans for the target of 2km of new pine-lines have been achieved, and the work
is programmed to take place this winter, mostly on the Euston and Elveden Estates, the two main
owners of agricultural land in the project area where existing pine-lines occur.
Norfolk FWAG have been working with an additional key landowner (MoD), and have made some
progress on the restoration target by working with NWT and neighbouring landowners at Weeting
Heath. A methodology has been created with Easton Countryside Service whereby pines can be
checked for safety concerns and a basic arboricultural ‘MOT’ carried out. This is crucial to meeting
the target of 8km of restored lines.
Some progress has been made on the management plans with 7 out of the target of 14 now
complete or substantially under way.
A major article was published on the pine
lines project in ‘Farm & Estate’, the
magazine of Anglia Farmers which has a
circulation of 3500 and also has been
active on Twitter.
Heidi Thompson gave a talk to 180 new
University of East Anglia Environmental
Science students during their fresher’s
week trips about pine lines and their
heritage importance in the Brecks.
Heidi Thompson talking to 180 UEA first year students about pine lines
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A5 - Engine House Restoration
The final site plan has been agreed and mapped for Land Registry along with an ecology report for
the site as part of the planning requirements, both of which have been provided by SCC as an in-kind
contribution. The lease agreement for future management of the building between SCC and FC (both
BNG LPS partners) is expected to be completed shortly. Planning permission and listed building
consent was officially granted on 21st September so now a brief can now be prepared in order to
tender for the building works.
Senior councillors and managers from SCC toured the site on 25th Sept with local press to view the
site, look at the proposals and help promote the project.

A6 - Grant Fund
A6/1 – Sandlines
Fourth and final writing workshop ‘Warrens, Heaths and Gardens’ held at Brandon Country Park on
15 July to highlight opportunities on the doorstep for local attendees, and to participants from other
parts of the region to highlight the importance of Breckland as an inspirational area for writing. The
workshop was oversubscribed due to the popularity of previous workshops. Several participants
were new to writing; this was their first experience of a workshop and they all responded favourably
to the project. The workshop included time spent walking through the park to a heathland viewpoint
and a writing exercise in the walled garden. Participants were given an insight into warrening and
how the rabbit and plantation industries shaped the Breckland landscape. In addition to writing
poetry, participants were also introduced to prose nature writing – a first for this series of Sandlines
workshops, and well-received by the participants. The last workshop was over-subscribed although
with a cancellation the day before numbers were back to 10, 7 from within the BNG area and 3 from
east Suffolk.
During August , the compilation, design and production
of Voices from the Brecks – 28 page poetry pamphlet
featuring the work of 19 writers from the workshops
took place. A launch of the Voices from the Brecks
pamphlet took place during a celebratory Café Evening
and Reading on 18 September 2015 at Brandon Country
Park. Melinda Appleby gave a 25 minute radio interview
on the project and the pamphlet launch which was aired
on BBC Radio Suffolk on 18 September 2015. A digital
version of the pamphlet is available here:
http://issuu.com/breakingnewground/docs/voices_from
_the_brecks
The creation of the poetry pamphlet gave participants
experience of the entire publication process, from first
The finished pamphlet of poems
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drafts of poems through to revisions and further on to selecting and editing their work for
submission and for print. Writers were invited to submit their three best pieces for consideration.
Sandlines selected one outstanding piece from each participant, giving inclusion to a wide range of
voices and subject matter in the publication. Many of the poems were already very strong in both
form and content. Where editing was needed, Sandlines provided the writer with encouraging
suggestions for revisions. A typeset proof was given to each writer so that they could see exactly
how their poem would look on the page; these were much appreciated and all writers gave their
permissions for publication in the pamphlet and in poster format at a future exhibition to be
organised by Breaking New Ground. For writers to see their names in print is confidence boosting
and becomes a first step to further writing. All writers who were able to attend the Café Evening also
gained experience of reading their work to an audience. Sandlines has created a positive legacy of
interest in creative writing, and in writing’s merits as a method for exploring landscape and history,
among the participants.
Over 30 people attended the launch of
the pamphlet including 11 writers and
their friends and family. The launch was
also attended by James Parry, Vice-chair
of BNG, and Suffolk County Councillor
Reg Silvester, also a BNG board member
and representing Brandon.

The writers who read out their poems at the celebration evening

Sandlines designed a continuing website
writing support facility with a monthly
blog between April and September. This
is to be retained as a writing support for
newcomers to BNG.

The Sandlines project has delivered against its outputs and outcomes as required. A legacy has been
left of writers who are continuing to write, participants who have been introduced to parts of the
Brecks they didn’t know and plan to come back, a quality poetry pamphlet containing some of the
work achieved through the project, which will also be available online, six writing support blogs on
BNG’s website which will continue to be available to new and returning writers, a pilot café evening
for Brandon Country Park to consider replicating and taking forward further writing activities.
Lois and Melinda, in order to deliver a high standard of workshop activity, have donated over 300
hours of in-kind time and BNG thanks them greatly for their hard work.

A6/2 - Brecks Landscape Patterns
This project is complete, however as a legacy of this project, Stephanie Hartick attended BNG’s
‘Forest Fest’ event at Brandon Country Park to deliver an ongoing nature art workshop to families
children who attended.
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A6/3 - Thetford Munzee Trail
The Thetford Trails team sought Munzee permissions for placing markers on sites during July.
Meetings were held with NPS Graphics to discuss design and printing requirements for resources for
the main publicity materials - A4 leaflets (also available on the Norfolk Trails website), A5 flyers for
distribution in Thetford and a poster for use in other publications.
Research and development of Munzee clues and accompanying information was written for
inclusion within the app.
Munzee stickers were printed and deployed around Thetford in agreed locations e.g. lamp posts, in
windows including virtual Munzees (which do not require a physical sticker).
A Smart Survey was designed and launched to achieve feedback from players. £150 worth of Go Ape
(Thetford Forest) vouchers were contributed for families to win in a prize draw if they complete the
survey along with 20 free family passes to Ancient House Museum, Thetford as additional prizes.
Promotion of prize draw has been included on Munzee publicity and resources and online.
Promotion has been achieved by
the development and publication of
Thetford Munzee page on the
Norfolk Trails website
(www.norfolk.gov.uk/munzee)
along with promotion via social
media ahead of and post launch of
trail. Articles in Fun Outside
(autumn edition), the Outdoor and
Environmental Learning e-Bulletin
and double-page article submitted
to “About Thetford” for publication
in October. Thetford Munzee Trail
was also promoted at the events:
Kirsty Webber-Walton deploying the Munzee stickers around Thetford
Wild about the Brecks (Sun 30th
th
August) and Charles Burrell Centre Open Day (Sunday 6 September). Promotional planning for
October is ongoing, ahead of half term.
Participation and engagement monitoring is taking place each week throughout the
promotional/project period.
Feedback to date from survey respondents has been extremely positive and the majority of
respondents have learned something new and interesting about Thetford. When asked if this is a
good way to explore the town, they have all agreed that it is. So far, 31 sessions have been recorded
up to the end of September though many of these are anticipated to be made up of a family playing
on a single device so actual participation figures will be higher.
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A6/4 – Perfect Peace
This quarter has seen the pre-production and production of this short (dramatic) film set in the
Brecks. Members of the community have been involved in the planning and organisation of the
project with special roles allocated for volunteers. Filming locations are all within the BNG project
area and permissions were received from government bodies, farmers, and members of the
community all of who were very helpful and supportive of the project. Costumes and props were
obtained from members of the community, local government bodies and industries in order to help
shoot the film on budget.
A three day shoot was held 23-25 September with a number of young people shadowing the crew
and learning about the film production process. One of the most respected production companies in
the area - Ember, was enlisted to help capture the landscape and history of the area. The Ember
production team work all over the world and produce wildlife documentaries for BBC, Sky and
various other high profile broadcasters.
The shoot was due to last from 8am-8pm on each day but over ran due to the creativity of the team
and more exciting methods of filming available due to the amount of kit that Ember brought with
them. The first day was filmed on Forestry Commission land and supported by a local business that
uses the land – Combat Paintball. Filming then moved to a house in Thetford, the use of which was
granted by a local resident interested in the project. The second day included filming at Thetford
Warren Lodge and was supported by the council on this. Filming then moved to a Croxton pig farm
and had the support of local farmers. In the evening of the second day and for the whole of the third
day, filming took place at Brandon Country Park, in the visitor centre, on the heath and around the
forested areas of the park. Much of the land is an area of outstanding natural beauty and of
historical importance; these elements were referred to in the actual script.
Approximately ten local volunteers
have been involved on the project.
A local resident of Brandon loaned
her Land Rover for the shoot. The
owners of Croxton farm loaned
their land and came along for the
shoot. Two young women worked
as part of the crew on a voluntary
basis, helping in the shoot activities
and make up. One woman worked
in the art department and built a
life size model of the actor. One
young local man was responsible
Filming a scene at Thetford Warren Lodge for ‘Perfect Peace’
for running the catering aspect of the project. Two members of the community worked as actors and
were given a small amount to cover expenses, but their time was mainly voluntary.
Liane Day, the volunteer makeup artist said that the experience was fantastic. She had learned so
much from everyone involved and it was invaluable. She now has photos for her website and hands
on work experience for her CV.
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A6/5 – Goshawk Tagging
Despite several attempts BTO did not succeed in catching any Goshawks this season. The ideal time
for catching is when nests have chicks, in June, but access to nests became difficult this summer at
that time for various reasons and also the GPS tag development was late. They still tried to catch
birds after they had left the nest sites but it is harder then, and to date there has been no luck. The
issues of permission to access nests is being addressed with Forestry Commission and other
interested parties for 2016, to improve efficiency.
Camera footage was successfully obtained from four nests through the Wings over the Brecks
Project and this information is in the process of being analysed for information on diet.
Ian Henderson attended the East Anglian LPS information sharing meeting in August to talk about
the project.
A discussion will be held with Forestry Commission and other interested parties in October 2015, to
help iron out difficulties and thus set out a process for success in summer 2016.

A6/6 - Flint Murals
Contact was made with Brandon Town Council, the family of those that donated the murals to the
old library originally and SCC to discuss future housing arrangements of the murals.
Initial removal scoping works were carried out by SCC archaeologists to assess the extent of the
work required to remove the panels.
A site meeting was held with the SCC property manager and the Fledglings Playschool building
manager, to discuss practical arrangements and dates for removal.
Quotes were sought for removal in September and GC Goodwins builders were engaged for removal
works which are due to commence on 15th October.

The flint panel masterpieces at Brandon old library due for removal in October
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Programme B
B1 - The People's History of Thetford Forest
Two training sessions were carried out for volunteers on 18th July, one session for interviewing and
one for archiving with 11 volunteers taking part.
5 interviews have been recorded and are now in the process of being edited and transcripts typed
up.
Two evening drop in sessions have been held where volunteers, retired foresters and members of
the community can come and look at old photos, share information and help archive the photos.
This has helped the volunteers preparing for interview to learn more about Thetford’s history and
meet potential interviewees. It’s also encouraged retired foresters sign up for interviews and gain
an insight into what is happening in some of the photos and where they were taken. Participants
have enjoyed the relaxed feel to the evenings, meeting up with old colleagues, sharing stories and
getting to know the volunteers involved with the project. It’s also boosted the volunteer’s
confidence with regard to conducting the interviews as they could ask questions and find out more
on the subject matter of Thetford Forest first hand in preparation.
15 volunteers signed up to the project for interviewing, 7 of which are preparing for or have carried
out a recorded interview. The others are helping to scan or archive photos or help edit or type up
interviews. 29 people have either signed up to
be interviewed or been nominated.
Volunteers are expected to carry out 1 or 2
interviews in the project’s life time. Some may
well achieve more but it is quite a long process
as the volunteer needs to research the subject
matter, book an appointment with the
interviewee, book out and collect the
recording equipment, conduct and record the
interview, edit the recording and type up the
interview script. Typing up takes up a majority
of the time

Volunteers sharing their history and archiving photographs

Volunteers who have carried out interviews so far have been nervous initially but enjoyed the
activity. They have been supported by the project manager with pre interview meetings to ensure
they are confident working the equipment and to discuss interview questions. Volunteers have also
listened to each other’s interviews to share ideas, learn and gain confidence.
Feedback included:
“Very informative sessions with enthusiastic presenters.”
“Fascinating!”
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B2 - Enchanted Forest
No progress to report this quarter.

B3 - Family Fun Day
Brandon Country Park delivered the second of a series of 3 Family Fun Days. “Forest Fest” was held
on Friday 21st August and attracted 455
participants, including 255 children, participating
in a range of activities that were focused on
introducing people to the forest, its uses and
nature within, but with a fun element. Activities
included:
 ‘Forest Art’ in which participants painted
what the forest meant to them, allowing
creativity and expression. Finished pieces
were complemented by additions by a freeForest inspired art with Stephanie Hartick of Landscape Patterns
style sewing artists to add relief.
 ‘Herbal Superheroes’ taught participants about the herbs and other plants found in the wild. The
activity included ‘Secret Tea Tasting’ to sample infusions. The ‘Herbal Superheroes’ element was
where participants drew specific plants as their superhero. Herb Safaris also ran as part of this
activity to locate edible plants.
 ‘Cauldron Dell’ was a demonstration of fire
lighting and bush-craft skills which also allowed
participants to toast marshmallows and make
‘damper’ bread.
 ‘Wicked Willow’ taught willow weaving skills,
and children produced flags of hammered leaves
pressed onto fabric.
 Pond dipping and bug hunts introduced visitors
to the wildlife of the Brecks.
Geocaching station before setting off
 Archery allowed a fun activity in a woodland
setting and was very popular.
 Geocaching ensured participants explored areas of the park and Thetford Forest in a new way
and experienced The Brecks landscape. Digital handsets were used and got the digital generation
exploring nature in a way that they could relate to.
Promotion of the event was targeted to local
communities, specifically in the Brandon and
Thetford estates. Posters were placed in local
businesses, leisure centres and libraries with
over 500 flyers delivered via children’s book
12

bags and to display in local schools. In addition, 100 flyers were provided to Forest Heath
District Council’s Families and Communities Officer for distribution to ‘hard to reach’ families.
Posters and banners were also placed at Brandon Country Park along with promotion through
websites and social media.
Families collected ‘passports’ in which they received stamps as they completed each activity. On
completing 4 or more activities they received a goody bag containing colouring sheets, coloured
pencils and a bug hunting kit, as well as other BNG promotional material.
Before collecting goody bags, a feedback form was handed to each family with 50 forms completed.

B4 - Wildlife Recorders of Tomorrow
This quarter, resources are still in development, a draft of the species surveillance handbook for The
Brecks has been completed. Additional species group sheets for taxa not covered already are also in
development. The Wildlife Recorders of Tomorrow web area and online recording survey forms have
been continually updated.
Promotion of the project has been ongoing through Twitter and Facebook, two press releases, one
for volunteers, one for Bioblitz, resulting in newspaper articles. Adverts have been placed on partner
websites or promoted by partners through their volunteer lists or e-newsletter in the case of NWT,
BNG and NCC Trails team. Posters and leaflets in shops and Thetford tourist office (Dragonflies of the
Brecks and Lichens of the Brecks workshops fliers, Bioblitz fliers and posters). General project
postcard and a Wildlife Recorders online
postcard have been created and printed for
distribution at events. Advert placed for
volunteers on countryside jobs (CJS) website.
An article in August and September NBIS ebulletin that goes out to 1300 people, plus a
piece in NCC Communities and Environmental
Service departmental bulletin. The NBIS team
have been going to events including Wild
about the Brecks, Charles Burrell centre open
day (both in Thetford) and a NWT community
event. 26 people signed up for the project at
the first two events, including the Mayor of
NBIS at ‘Wild About the Brecks’ in August at the BTO.
Thetford!
75 people in total have signed up for the project in general so far. Some have already been recording
and sent in records, others have been recording but have not yet records in. Some 35 other
volunteers have been solely recording bats using the two BNG purchased bat detectors giving an
estimated 70 hours of bat volunteer time, leading to 351 hours of bat recordings. Much of the
records and volunteer time is yet to be collated for Wildlife Recorders of Tomorrow, due to ongoing
recording. Total volunteers signed up and/or recording - 110.
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Dragonfly workshop at Wretham village hall and Thompson Common – 12 attended plus an
NBIS staff member and tutor, 12 recorded other than NBIS staff member for 1 hour after morning
identification training session, resulting in 11 skilled volunteer hours and 1 professional hours, 3
species recorded with 80-100 numbers of individuals.
Future planned events include an Autumn BioBlitz at Brandon Country Park on 11th October
promoted via a press release, 3x large vinyl banners at park and Brandon town along with social
media. Various experts signed up to help and put on activities, walks and talks.
Kids pack/schools resources pages in development. Currently 10 recording info sheets have been
developed, most to be used/tested at autumn BioBlitz. Finalised versions are still being edited at
time of writing and will be included as evidence in next report.
The project delivery team is in discussions with Green Light Trust to undertake monitoring and
BioBlitz events in 5 schools over autumn, winter and into 2016, in conjunction with the BNG in the
School Grounds project.
The team is also working with BTO, SWT and NWT to develop and promote Wildwalks in the Norfolk
and Suffolk Brecks. Wildwalks (http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/wildwalks) is a website developed by
BTO for the wildlife trusts, where people can draw on a walk they have done or use an existing
publically accessible one and record the wildlife that they have seen whilst out walking that route.
NBIS have sourced as many long-distance walks, circular walks, health walks and trails and have now
digitised all Norfolk walks, 4 are public already (3 Brandon Country Park trails and the BNG Thetford
Munzee trail) and remainder due to be public imminently. Suffolk walks are being digitised and due
to be made public within the next month. The team is also working on a leaflet to promote this
launch in November with a joint press release.
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Programme C
C1 - Brecks Forest Way
Fingerposts and waymark posts for the 5 circular walks (Lynford, Weeting, Santon Downham,
Thetford Warren Lodge, and Thetford Abbey Heath) and the linear route (Thetford to Brandon) have
been delivered. Utilities searches will be requested prior to installation, which is planned for the
winter. Amendments have been made to the original artwork for the waymark
discs and branding plaques. Proofs were circulated for further
amendments/final approval which has now been received and the design
company have been instructed to produce the waymark discs and branding
plaques.
Suffolk County Council has liaised with the contractor to organise bridge
removal and replacement at Brandon, which is now imminent.

Waymark discs for the Little
Ouse Path

Three meetings have been held with Forestry Commission and Environment Agency to discuss river
restoration works between Santon Downham and Brandon. At the most recent meeting a map was
circulated to identify the proposed locations for woody debris and placing of culverts. As previously
stated, this work is due to commence in October followed by bridleway improvements. A path
closure has been submitted to Norfolk County Council Highways and will run for 6 months from midOctober 2015. Project explanation / interpretation materials will be placed by the route during the
closure.
Works to construct and install a boardwalk at Two Mile Bottom/Croxton Staunch is scheduled for
mid-October 2015. With regard to the step removal and subsequent ramp construction at Santon
Downham, an additional meeting has been held with the contractor to discuss in further detail
changes to the specification and the best way to deliver these works.
Russell Wilson of Norfolk county Council:
“We have been working with the EA and the Forestry Commission about a river restoration project
that will run between Santon Downham and Brandon. This will happen between October 2015 and
March 2016. The value of this project will be £15,000 and this is additional resource that NCC and
SCC have been able to bring into the project.
In addition to this both NCC and SCC have been able to obtain an additional £30,000 for route
surfacing for this stretch from a local development through Section 106 funding.
This would not have happened without the BNG project bringing colleagues together working in
more collaborative ways. In addition to these existing benefits, both NCC and SCC are working on
wider access improvements seeking to link together Thetford to Lakenheath.”

C2 - Brecks Earth Heritage Trail
No activity this quarter to report.
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C3 - Brecks Rides
In July, Francesca Clarke, David Falk, Glyn Bradbury, Emma Rawlinson and Neil Kellett of Suffolk
County Council attended a meeting with the Forestry Commission at High Lodge. The meeting was to
discuss how the Brecks Trail could be extended to go through High Lodge and to select the best
route options as between the end of the Poachers Trail (an existing FC walking trail) and the start of
public footpath there is a small section that needs to go through High Lodge. Concerns were raised
about promoting a trail through High Lodge and how it would work with existing users and not result
in conflict. Glyn suggested an option that would take the route behind the café and offices and
should limit the contact between cyclists using the existing trails and walkers and cyclists following
the Brecks Trail. We were made aware that High Lodge has a cycling focus group that know about
the Brecks Trail and are very keen on the route going all the way to Santon Downham. Generally
there was support for the project however the Forestry Commission wanted an Operational Site
Assessment (OSA) completed to assess the viability of the project. Detailed maps and a project
proposal have been sent to Glyn so that an OSA can be put together and sent off. This process will
take approximately six weeks to complete but at this stage there is no anticipated delay to the rest
of the project. If the OSA finds reasons as to why the trail cannot go through High Lodge then the
Brecks Trail will need to finish at Brandon Country Park as originally planned. Although this would be
disappointing given the new opportunities identified
During this stage of the project, research is being conducted to find the information that will form
the foundations of the leaflet that is being produced including historical and factual information,
places to go and things to see are the types of information that will be featured in the literature.

C4 - Wings Over The Brecks
During this quarter, three highly skilled nest finders successfully found a nightjar nest for camera
installation but despite a time consuming search for a hobby nest, unfortunately one was not found
for this year. The nest camera data has been copied to hard drives for editing by volunteers and for
BTO analysis over the quieter winter period for use next year.
FC are accumulating a lot of footage and in time will have a useful bank of highlights to show
between live nest footage availability. The need for timely video editing wasn’t factored in to the
interpretation/communication plan for the project, and a knowledge gap in the project team
became apparent – so no way of training volunteers. One of the volunteers at High Lodge expressed
an interest in carrying out the video editing but an RSPB volunteer at Lakenheath is doing it as they
had done some in the past. Responsibility for this aspect of project delivery and a more robust
solution will be sought for next year. NWT did the stone curlew editing on site during quieter
periods which could be an option for FC recreation staff outside of the school holidays. Also, FC have
marked the cable route on the ground to minimise the chance of disturbance during forestry
operations.
The success of the camera system filming Stone Curlews at Weeting early in the season was not
repeated at 2nd brood stage. The nest-cam pair was one of the few pairs on Weeting not to
experience predation and the fledged birds proved markedly territorial which meant the 2nd brood
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pairs were situated outside the range of the current set up. The image quality was also
unexpectedly influenced by heat haze on the exposed heath requiring greater optical zoom facility.
The Weeting warden, Sophie Harrison, edited highlights of the video footage from the first brood
and this footage was distributed to project partners with some footage loaded onto NWT’s website
and the recorded footage shown at the Weeting visitor centre for the remainder of the season.
The display around the mounted TV within the visitor centre was fabricated and installed. Live video
footage of Schedule 1 Ground Nesting birds remains a challenge. Following phase 1 of the project,
NWT’s IT Manager Mike Hudd undertook an assessment of some of the issues encountered and how
to resolve them. In order to increase the flexibility of the system a part wireless capability has been
researched and the specification defined for next season to increase the flexibility, increase the
chances of filming opportunities and with the ability to stream both higher and lower definition will
increase the flexibility of live streaming. This expenditure has been agreed with the project partners
and is within the existing equipment budget.
The roaming display has been delayed longer than expected due to the technical side of things. The
display board sizing is being changed to fit the display board and table set-up. It is hoped this will all
be running smoothly within the next quarter.
Leaflet holder now in place at High Lodge so that people can help themselves to leaflets when they
see the screen if there are no volunteers to hand them out. A volunteer is working on editing the
footage and it is hoped that subtitles explaining what is going on will be added so that it is a more
self-guided experience, when no volunteers are available.
RSPB have held 6 project stands this quarter with 254 adults engaged as well as 254 children.
Between 11th and 15th August, events were run at the project stands which included bug hunting and
additional craft activities.
There has been quite a lot of publicity this
quarter for the project, including a blog for
Lakenheath Fen reserve page, an end of
season media release to Suffolk and Norfolk
contacts, social media posts about the project
on RSPB Norfolk and RSPB Suffolk Facebook
pages and RSPBIntheEast Twitter account.
Suffolk Biodiversity Partnership had a project
feature and on 18th September, BBC Radio
Norfolk had a live feature with Brecks
FC and BTO working together on nest cam installation
Community engagement Officer, Sammy
Fraser all about the project. There has additionally been interest from Springwatch and the project
team have been in discussions about setting up a camera on a goshawk nest next year.
Registered Wings over the Brecks volunteers continue to be inducted and trained. 4 volunteers have
been added this quarter with 6 existing volunteers having been involved this quarter helping run the
project stands and showing people the footage in the Café.
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The volunteers help run the family activities (for example nature trails, bug hunting etc.) and to
promote and direct visitors to High Lodge to the footage inside the Cafe. Two volunteers have
worked in the Cafe this quarter to show people the footage, and talk about the project and species.
However several issues have been encountered with the footage being in the Cafe. The Cafe staff
have not provided any space for the volunteers to work and for visitors to look at the displays by
encroaching the tables into the designated area. As a result of this, the volunteers have found it
difficult to work in the Cafe through lack of space and feeling like they are ‘made to feel in the way’.
During very busy periods in the Café, the volunteers have also struggled with the noise and through
lack of interest as most people in the summer dart in and out of the Cafe to get food. One of the
project volunteers has stopped volunteering as a result of the situation described above. Despite
this, talking to Café staff, it was clear that several were interested in the project and would
appreciate more information as visitors often asked.
After highlighting this situation to the project partners it has been decided to make the footage at
High Lodge a self-guiding experience for visitors with clear and easy to follow interpretation on
screen. The footage will now only be promoted by the volunteers when they are running the project
stands at High Lodge, when they will chat to visitors and inspire them to check out the footage in the
Cafe.

C5 - The Brecks Heritage Trail
No activity this quarter to report.

C6 - Revealing the Landscape – LiDAR
The data has now been collated and processed and the results have been even better than
anticipated, revealing a plethora of previously unrecorded earthworks. A sample of sites have been
ground-truthed by Forest Research, and their presentation to other BNG partners in October
will showcase their finding and give guidance to BNG project partners and project volunteers on how
to interpret the images and make best use of them in other BNG projects. A full report of the
findings of LiDAR will be included in the next report.

C7 - Digital Access to The Brecks
A brief was written for the BNG/Thetford Warren Lodge augmented reality apps and sent to partners
(SCC) for consultation on legacy maintenance and provision. Discussions are ongoing around
appropriateness of using apps for digital access due to long term hosting/maintenance issues. Social
media presence has increased over this quarter, largely due to the skills of BNG’s news part time
Business Support Officer, Amy-Alys Tillson.
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C8 - The Brecks from Above
Minimal preparatory activity only as this project is not yet fully underway. Time has been spent on
liaison regarding the new LiDAR data and setting up a future outreach event. In addition, time was
spent reviewing the detail of the project timetable and tasks, to ensure that it would run smoothly
alongside the Historic England funded Breckland NMP work.
The area which will be covered by the air photo and LiDAR interpretative survey has been altered
from the three blocks originally proposed. The southern block (25km²) covering the King’s Forest will
no longer be included, but an equivalent area contiguous to the other two blocks will be covered
instead. The total area covered by the survey will remain the same (75km²), areas of forestry and
heathland will still be targeted, and the survey area will still fall within both Norfolk and Suffolk.
Most importantly, the survey area still falls within the BNG project area, and the area covered by the
new LiDAR survey.
The change has come about because Historic England (subject to their approval of a project design)
have offered to fund a National Mapping Programme project in Breckland. They have agreed to lend
the Historic England Archive photographs for the 75km² originally planned to be mapped for ‘Brecks
from Above’, and provide a small amount of additional funding to provide the team with time to use
them. Furthermore, they also want to fully fund the completion of a further 115km², meaning that
190km² of Breckland will be completed in total.

Revised project area for the ‘Brecks From Above’ project.

Project partners and stakeholders have been alerted to the proposed change and given the
opportunity to raise feedback on implications for other projects. The deadline for the submission of
the Project Design to Historic England is 6th November 2015, with mapping expected to start in
January 2016.
There has been a small delay in the planned digitisation of aerial photographs relating to the scheme
area while an existing project is completed and the team identify a suitable specialist contractor.
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C9 - Connecting The Brecks with its Archives
Work continues to produce the Flint Rocks exhibition at Ancient
House Museum in Thetford with staff and volunteer time, not
cash spend. Work has included meeting with a 3D museum
designer to discuss layouts and design specifics of the exhibition.
Volunteer Dan Morgan has constructed a display model (Grimes
Graves miner meets gunflint miner Pony Ashley). A team visit
and tour to Grimes Graves has held to help staff/volunteer
familiarisation and to build links. There was also a meeting with
the English Heritage marketing team to think through ways of
doing cross promotion, along with a separate meeting with
Charles Wilde, museums marketing manager.
The Museum’s teenage history club went with Melissa Hawker to
Japan in August with funding from the Daiwa and Sasakawa
Volunteer Dan Morgan with his model of
mining at Grimes Graves for the exhibition
foundations and participated in the Obsidian Festival, meeting
with colleagues at the Nagawa Museum of Obsidian to discuss the loan of Japanese obsidian to put
the Breckland flint into an international context.

Teenage History Club at the Obsidian
Festival in Japan

Museum staff and volunteer visit to Grimes Graves

C10 - Journal of Brecks Studies
No activity this quarter to report.
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C11 - Beastly Brecks
West Suffolk have been out to the market to identify a preferred theatre company to deliver the
programme. Now in the process of finalising the programme before final award of contract, which it
is hoped will happen in October.

C12 - Upon this Rock
No activity this quarter to report.

C13 – The Big Brecks Fest
This project is complete but due to the success of the event, and ring-fenced income from it, West
Stow will be hosting a Big Brecks Fest event again in 2016, providing a long-term legacy for the
project. One of the attractions will be a wood carver who will be commissioned to carve one of the
oak characters /features to go into a proposed new Beowulf & Grendel educational trail within the
Country Park.
Given the strong links between the Brecks and the early Anglo Saxon settlements West Stow will be
seeking further funding to continue the legacy of the Big Brecks Fest by developing a Beowulf &
Grendel trail within the Country Park (SSSI Brecks habitat) based on the Old English epic poem.
The Poem is possibly the oldest surviving long poem in Old English and is commonly cited as one of
the most important works of Old English literature. It was written in England sometime between the
8th and the early 11th century. The author was an anonymous Anglo-Saxon poet, referred to by
scholars as the "Beowulf poet".

C14 - Flint in The Brecks
The delay in the LiDAR project has impacted on the completion date for Flint in the Brecks final
report. Until data from LiDAR is processed and made available, Breckland Society cannot finalise the
illustrated report, leaflet and webpages as LiDAR may reveal additional evidence of existing mines as
well as new sites, which they would wish to investigate, record and incorporate in their findings.

C15 - Brecks' Warrens and Lodges
Research into the archaeological evidence of internal banks and lodge sites for warrens at
Beachamwell, Brandon, Broomhill, Downham High, Elveden, Santon and Santon Downham has been
completed with 2 volunteers working on each warren.
Research for the warrens at Mildenhall, Thetford, Wangford and Wordwell was not finished before
vegetation growth in the spring/summer of 2015 and will now be completed October 2015 –
February 2016
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Volunteers have found ‘new’ archival information for the warrens at Downham High, Santon,
Santon Downham and Thetford. This work was carried out after training into accessing archives at
the Norfolk Record Office.
The investigation on 19th September of the Reed Fen Lodge site on Thetford Warren taught
archaeological test pitting skills to 9 out of the 10 volunteers.

Evidence of Reed Fen Lodge was unearthed

Volunteers learning test pitting skills at the site of Reed Fen Lodge

C16 - Sheep in The Brecks
This project is not yet active.

C17 - Brecks Military History
This project is not yet active.

C18 - Creatively Interpreting The Brecks
Two workshops have been run this quarter, both of which commenced with 45 minute illustrated
talks by local experts, followed by painting classes with demonstrations, instructions and one-to-one
tuition.
36 people have attended over the two workshops, mostly retirees between 60 -74 yrs. Feedback has
been “Excellent” (Grade 5) on the majority of attached feedback forms.
‘Painting Pine Lines’ – 11th July 2015
All twenty places available were booked in advance, but in the week preceding the workshop there
were a few cancellations and several replacements found from the reserve list. On the day two
people failed to turn up bringing the total attending to 16.
Nick Gibbons repeated his splendidly researched talk of last year about the history of the pine lines,
with many good photographs varying from early pine line maps, the effects of climate, soil types,
varying locations of where they are currently seen, and the botany and diseases of the Scots Pine.
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The talk was very well received with mention on many feedback forms that it had greatly
enhanced the attendee’s knowledge of the Brecks.
Sheila O’Brien had well prepared the practical side of the day with several suggested designs in colour in
the form of handouts for each person to copy or adapt. The preceding talk also helped to lay the
groundwork of understanding having seen many landscape photos of the Brecks. Sheila demonstrated
the painting of background skies, trees, and foregrounds on part-painted prepared demonstration
boards.
Some really beautiful and varied work was produced at an even higher standard than the previous year.
Everyone worked extremely hard at highly concentrated levels. Difficulty was found in selecting the four
best paintings, as individual styles and techniques presented equally valid work. The four winners
generously donated their paintings to be displayed at a later time.
Feedback from the workshop included:
….”the talk was excellent in setting the scene”
….”fascinating to learn how the Brecks evolved”
….”a very comfortable, friendly atmosphere in which to work”
…”I had a fabulous day, learnt so much, and produced a piece of Art!”
‘Painting insects and their food source’ – 19 September 2015
Although all places had been booked in advance, in the week preceding the workshop 6 places were
cancelled, and although several reservists were offered a place, on the day 16 members of the public
and 3 IBA members attended.
Rob Dyke’s talk was well received, and featured many excellent moth and insect photographs,
highlighting those only found on the Brecks, and their food sources mostly on heathland. From the
feedback forms there were many comments about the Brecks uniqueness and diversity of moth
species found here.
Rob had prepared black and white hand out
drawings showing the structure and resting and
flying form for each of the moth species that were
to be painted, which included the cream-spot tiger,
garden tiger, eyed, lime, elephant hawkmoths and
cinnabar. This greatly helped in the drawing and
individual markings, most of which were
complicated patterns. Also supplied were a
selection of moths in individual small boxes, one
per person, which could be closely viewed. There
Moth watercolour in progress
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was also a selection of wild flowers and leaves available (ragwort, bramble, honeysuckle,
scabious, lime tree leaves) which were added to the composition after the moth had been painted.
The standard of work
produced was even higher
than last year, and everyone
worked extremely hard at
highly concentrated levels.
Difficulty was again faced in
selecting the best four works
as the level of accuracy of
form, colour matching and
general composition were all
equally valid. The four
paintings chosen were
generously temporarily
donated, and the work will be
displayed locally at a later
time.

Attendees hard at work painting moths from the Brecks

Feedback for the day included:
…..“the highlight was having the actual moth to copy”
….“learning so much about moths”
…..“instruction was very good and most helpful”
There have been two exhibitions (West Stow and Moyses Hall) of work completed in the 2014
workshops which was well received by the public.
Volunteers from IBA have helped in setting up and taking down the workshops along with three
members of the public.

C19 - Landscape Revolution
The project has faced a number of delays in arranging the funding and administration of this project –

and more recently in setting up the project with the relevant offices at UEA. These difficulties are in
the process of being resolved. The team has been boosted by the return of a member of the project
team from maternity leave in September.
A meeting was held with the team in late August to discuss plans for the project. A revised timetable
was discussed and it was agreed that the initial focus will be on the following:
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-

A series of general workshops to introduce the project and recruit volunteers
(Autumn/Winter 2015/16)
A UEA-based workshop for interested students
Follow up workshops on specific topics (e.g. historic maps, fieldwork)
Creation of a project website to present progress and research results
A draft version of the landscape research toolkit to be trialled at the workshops

Some initial work has been completed in terms of collating and adding to existing research material,
principally historic maps and GIS layers. The team have also begun to draft plans for workshops and
the research toolkit.
Because of the delays, projects which would have run at the same time as this one have now been
completed so project team members will have more time to devote to this project.
A BNG Heritage Projects officer’s group is being set up to ensure that the various heritage projects
are able to work closely together and in a complimentary manner. This will ensure that training,
events and activities fit seamlessly together and that there is no overlap.
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Programme D
D1 - Discovering the Archaeology of The Brecks
The third quarter of 2015 was particularly busy for this project, featuring the week-long
archaeological test-pitting training course at the West Stow Anglo-Saxon Village, titled ‘Can You Dig
It?’ and a one-day follow-up session for the ‘Brecks and Mortar’ session run earlier in the year.
The ‘Can You Dig It?’ event was a collaborative effort between the staff of the Suffolk County Council
Archaeological Service and the Norfolk Historic Environment Service, working in partnership with the
staff of the West Stow Anglo-Saxon village. Between the 21st and the 24th July, 50 volunteers
participated in the excavation of ten 1x1m test-pits located in and around the visitor centre area of
West Stow. Many of these volunteers had been involved with previous BNG workshops, although for
many it was their first taste of archaeological fieldwork. Volunteers came from within the BNG study
area and further afield, with participants joining from across Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire.
Staff have also had a regular input into the Ground Disturbance and Brecks from Above projects
throughout this quarter, whilst also attending the BNG Education Group meeting at the end of
September.
Participation and promotion in this quarter centred on publicising and reporting on the ‘Can You Dig
It?’ event via mailing lists, social media and local media appearances (especially a series of interviews
with BBC Radio Suffolk).
There has also been considerable follow-up interest in the Brecks and Mortar session delivered in
the second quarter of 2015, with continuing interest and input from course participants as they
follow up on their own research and recording of historic buildings in the Munford area.
Can You Dig It?
Ten pits were excavated during the course of the four days, each of which told us something new
about the depth and nature of the buried archaeology on the site. Previous excavations have shown
that further Anglo-Saxon buildings of the kind found on the main site lay in the area of the visitor
centre, where they are covered by a thick layer of blown sand laid down in the medieval period. As a
result of the week’s work we now
have a much better understanding
of how deeply buried these layers
are, which will aid greatly in the
management of the site.

Volunteers having fun excavating a test pit

A wide range of archaeological
artefacts was discovered,
including medieval, Anglo-Saxon
and Roman pottery, as well as
large quantities of prehistoric
worked flint. The ‘Find of the
Week’ was made by a young girl
on her first ever day of digging
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who discovered a Neolithic (4000—2500 BC) flint blade core
within her first 20 minutes on site. This core is the piece of
flint which was left after a series of blades had been struck
from it, giving it a characteristically angular appearance.
In addition to being a part of Breaking New Ground, the testpitting was planned to take place during the national Festival
of Archaeology and also coincided with a week of
celebrations surrounding the 50th anniversary of the start of
the excavations which revealed the main Anglo-Saxon
archaeological site at West Stow.
There was no upper limit to the number for each day, and
attendance varied from day to day (19 on Tuesday, 18 on
Wednesday, 30 on Thursday and 19 on Friday). Some
volunteers stayed for the whole event, others attended for a
day or two. Wherever possible it was attempted to integrate
interested visitors to the site who wanted to have a go at
excavation for themselves.

‘Find of the Week’, a Neolithic flint blade core

Brecks and Mortar
The first Brecks and Mortar follow up event took place at Cranwich Church on the 5th September
2015. The day began at Mundford Village Hall, where architectural historian Stephen Heywood gave
an introductory talk about the church and the history of round towers. The event then moved to
Cranwich Church where participants split into small groups to begin the building survey. Under the
supervision of Stephen and Claire Bradshaw, volunteers used the skills they learnt at the Brecks and
Mortar training event earlier in the year to produce measured drawings of various aspects of the
church. The volunteers did a fantastic job of drawing the alter area, the round tower and the tower
arch. All participants are very keen to complete the measured survey of the church, and to begin
working on their own projects. Ten volunteers signed up to take part in the event, with six attending.
All of the sessions delivered to date have resulted in considerable follow-up interest from the
participants, many of whom have begun to provide additional information about archaeological sites
and monuments with which they are familiar.

D2 - Caring for the Built Heritage of The Brecks
No day schools during this period, however Orchard Barn Environmental Education contributed to
the making of the Brecks Building Skills celebratory video and to the opening of the new seat
structure at the topping out ceremony on 19th Sept at West Stow – both of which were over and
above the original project objectives and were undertaken in a voluntary capacity. Prior to the
opening, OBEE completed the shingle roof with Lance Alexander, the West Stow centre manager,
again this was over and above the planned project outputs.
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The next series of workshops have been finalised, and as a part of this participants will construct
a number of benches at West Stow. Promotion is ongoing to fill up the 50 places on each course. An
informational leaflet has been produced for distribution.
A short film was made to celebrate the first set of workshops by a local filmmaker, Steve Brodie, in a
voluntary capacity. The film is an excellent project legacy, visual feedback, celebration and forward
marketing tool for Breaking New Ground and the partners involved. It is available to view on the
BNG YouTube page here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJlroWQ7fD4

D3 - Heritage Skills Work Placements
Dougal Meredith, has undertaken a workplacement
at West Stow Anglo Saxon Village and attended a
workshop called ‘Restoration Skills’ at Orchard Barn
Environmental Education between 21-24
September. This enabled Dougal to gain confidence
in the use of tools and techniques and support his
career in outdoor heritage work in the Brecks. He
will also attend a further one day course in green
woodworking.
Dougal has said it has helped him gain confidence
with tools and further is ability to build his
knowledge on repairs to the Anglo-Saxon village. He
particularly enjoyed the clay lump practical and will
be useful when he comes to the maintenance of the
workshop in the village. Dougal has now been taken Dougal learning about clay lump repairs
on as an apprentice at West Stow Anglo-Saxon village using the skill he learn through his BNG work
placement.

D4 - Geological Landscapes - Land Manager's Day School
Preparatory and promotional activity ahead of the 2015 day school on 19th October.

D5 - Communicating the Ice Age Brecks Day Schools
No activity this quarter.

D6 - BNG in the School Grounds
This quarter is typically a quiet one when working with schools. In addition to project planning and
administration tasks taking place during the school holidays, a couple of field trips in the Brecks were
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also undertaken in preparation for bringing students out into the field. Further, as the schools
started again at the beginning of September, Mia Witham (project lead) arranged for update and
planning meetings with each school to set dates for the various activities scheduled for the year
ahead.
The in-kind Forest School training contribution of £4,275 was calculated on a level 1 Forest School
course which cost £285 per participant. However, this course no longer exists, so small amendments
have had to be made to the project outputs. This contribution has been replaced with Forest School
training of greater value; a half-day Forest School introduction course for 15 participants for a value
of £70 each (£1,050) and certificated Forest School training to one or two members of staff at each
school. With trained staff at each school they can actually deliver or assist in the delivery of Forest
School sessions, which is of much greater value to the schools than the level 1 Forest School course..

D7 - Brecks Uncovered
This quarter, NWT delivered two more of the five site visits to Grimes Graves (Thompson Primary
School and Mundford VC Primary School). We undertook similar sessions to the previous two visits
as these were well received; these included exploring the excavated shaft, natural history items and
surveying the Brecks flora on site. Pupils produced art work showing their impression of the site and
learnt about the Brecks specialist species that use this unique site.
23 children (Year 3 and 4) from Thompson Primary School and 30 children (Year 5 and 6) from
Mundford VC Primary School attended these visits. Feedback was positive from both pupils and
teaching staff.
SWT have arranged visits for the next phase of the projects which is to work with the 5 schools on a
developed programme exploring biodiversity, history, geology, archaeology at the Wildlife reserves
at Lackford Lakes and Knettishall Heath. The first visit took place on 29th September with St
Christopher’s Primary School to Knettishall Heath. The majority of the remaining visits are due to
take place in October and a full report will follow in the next quarter.

D8 - Barnham Cross Common - Skills for the Future
This quarter, a family event was held on the
common which 17 people attended. Family
activities were on offer including a plant quiz,
flower spotting, bug hunts etc. Another
community event is being planned and is
scheduled for October.
Two macro photography workshops were held,
one on 4th July which 7 people attended and
another on 15th July which 8 people attended.
Those who have attended the macro photography
A ladybird photo taken by an attendee at the macrophotography
workshops
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training and have thoroughly enjoyed the courses and developed new skills as demonstrated by
the Pinterest gallery. https://www.pinterest.com/plantlifewildab/barnham-cross/
Some feedback included:
“Come away with greater knowledge of depth of field and framing shots, a good day.”
“Very enjoyable day with hands on help for photo improvement, thanks!”
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